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Book Busters Club 2019      as @ 8November 2018 

 

 

2019 READING LIST 

BOOK BUSTERS CLUB 

 

 

 

           ** 5 weeks after previous book , not 6 weeks  

 

31 Jan Warlight by Michael Ondaatje 302 pp  Noreen 

 

Mar  14       The Sympathizer by Van Thanh Nguyen 495 pp Gabrielle 

 

April 18** Persuasion by Jane Austen 272 pp   Fay 

 

May 30 Extinctions   by Josephine Wilson 300pp  Maureen 

 

July 4 ** Ladies in Black by Madeleine St John 265 pp Jocelyn 

 

Aug 15 Winnie & Wolf  by A.N. Wilson 361 pp  Paul 

 

Sept 19** Skios by Michael Frayn 278 pp     Rosalie 

 

Oct 31 La Rose by Louise Erdrich 372 pp   Rex 

 

Dec 12 Light Years  by James Salter 300 pp   Vivienne 
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1. Warlight, Michael Ondaatje 304 pp  

Synopsis: It is 1945, and London is still reeling from the Blitz and 
years of war. 14-year-old Nathaniel and his sister, Rachel, are 
apparently abandoned by their parents, left in the care of an 
enigmatic figure named The Moth. They suspect he might be a 
criminal, and grow both more convinced and less concerned as 
they get to know his eccentric crew of friends: men and women 
with a shared history, all of whom seem determined now to 
protect, and educate (in rather unusual ways) Rachel and 
Nathaniel. But are they really what and who they claim to be? A 
dozen years later, Nathaniel begins to uncover all he didn’t know 
or understand in that time, and it is this journey – through 
reality, recollection, and imagination – that is told in this 
magnificent novel. 

“Wonderfully atmospheric, beautifully paced, subtle 
storytelling. Warlight contains an incredible array of characters 
through whom Ondaatje tells the hidden, barely spoken, tale of 

war, especially as it impacts on children. Ondaatje skillfully moves back and forth through time, 
finally offering an extraordinary narrative twist that feels as earned as it is unexpected. 

Michael Ondaatje was born in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in 1943. He is the author of several novels, 
as well as a memoir, a nonfiction book on film, and several books of poetry. Among his many 
Canadian and international recognitions, his novel The English Patient won the Booker Prize in 
1992 and the Golden Man Booker Prize in 2018, and was adapted into a multi-Academy Award-
winning movie; and Anil’s Ghost won the Giller Prize, the Irish Times International Fiction Prize, 
and the Prix Médicis. Michael Ondaatje lives in Toronto. 

2. The Sympathizer Van Thanh Nguyen Published 2015 495 /371pages       American 

Vietnamese Pulitzer Prize winner. 

‘I am a spy, a sleeper, a spook, a man of two faces. Perhaps not surprisingly, I am 

also a man of two minds. I am not some misunderstood mutant from a comic 

book or a horror movie, although some have treated me as such. I am simply 

able to see any issue from both sides.”  

Thus opens this amazing, darkly funny and highly readable book.This 

astonishing first novel has at its core a lively, wry, unnamed, narrator and his 

two friends Bon and Man, as they navigate the fall of Saigon and the 

establishment of the Communist regime in Vietnam in 1975.  

The narrator is a half-Vietnamese double agent who reports to his Communist minder. The narrator 

and Bon make it out of Saigon on one of the last flights out as the city is overtaken by the Viet Cong.  
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They travel with the narrator’s superior, the General, and his family. They then settle, 

uncomfortably, in an America they believe has abandoned their country, they are reduced to new 

roles as janitors, short-order cooks, and deliverymen.  

The General opens a liquor store, then a restaurant as a front to raise money for a counter rebellion. 

In order to protect his identity as a spy, the narrator is forced to incriminate others, his lines of 

loyalty and commitment blur, his values are compromised.  

Nguyen’s novel enlivens debate about history and human nature, and his narrator has a poignant 

voice. 

3. Persuasion by Jane Austen 272 pages 

Widely regarded as Jane Austen’s most moving, it is the story of a 

second chance 

Anne Elliot daughter of the snobbish Sir Walter Elliot, is woman of quiet 

charm and deep feelings. When she was nineteen she fell in love with—

and was engaged to—a naval officer, the fearless and headstrong 

Captain Wentworth. But the young man had no fortune, and Anne 

allowed herself to be persuaded to give him up. Now, eight years later, 

Wentworth has returned to the neighborhood, a rich man and still 

unwed. Anne’s never-diminished love is muffled by her pride, and he 

seems cold and unforgiving. What happens as the two are thrown 

together in the social world of Bath—and as an eager new suitor 

appears for Anne—is touchingly and wittily told in a masterpiece that is 

also one of the most entrancing novels in the English language. 

4. Extinctions by Josephine Wilson, 300pp.  

He hated the word `retirement', but not as much as he hated the word 

`village', as if ageing made you a peasant or a fool. Herein lives the 

village idiot. 

Professor Frederick Lothian, retired engineer, world expert on concrete 

and connoisseur of modernist design, has quarantined himself from life 

by moving to a retirement village. His wife, Martha, is dead and his two 

adult children are lost to him in their own ways. Surrounded and 

obstructed by the debris of his life - objects he has collected over many 

years and tells himself he is keeping for his daughter - he is determined 

to be miserable, but is tired of his existence and of the life he has chosen. 

When a series of unfortunate incidents forces him and his neighbour, 

Jan, together, he begins to realise the damage done by the accumulation of a lifetime's 

secrets and lies, and to comprehend his own shortcomings. Finally, Frederick Lothian has 

the opportunity to build something meaningful for the ones he loves.   

Humorous, poignant, and galvanising by turns, Extinctions is a novel about all kinds of 

extinction - natural, racial, national, and personal - and what we can do to prevent them. 
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It is set in Australia, and briefly in other countries. It deals with the pain of peoples’ lives and the 

mistakes we all make. It is a book about our times, set in 2006 and there is much that our readers 

will connect with.  

It was first published in 2016 and won the Dorothy Hewitt Award for an unpublished manuscript in 

2015 and won the Miles Franklin in 2017. The Miles Franklin judges described Extinctions as “ 

compassionate and unapologetically intelligent ……a meditation on survival: on what people carry, 

on how they cope, and on why they might…..come to a decision to change.” 

5. Ladies in Black Madeleine St John  256 pages 
At the very end of the Ladies' Frocks Departments, past Cocktail 

Frocks, there was something very special, something quite, 

quite wonderful; but it wasn't for everybody: that was the point. 

Because there, at the very end, there was a lovely arch, on which 

was written in curly letters Model Gowns. 

 

Written by a superb novelist of contemporary manners, Ladies 

in Black is a fairytale which illuminates the extraordinariness of 

ordinary lives. The women in black are run off their feet, what 

with the Christmas rush and the summer sales that follow. But 

it's Sydney in the 1950s, and there's still just enough time left on 

a hot and frantic day to dream and scheme ... 

 

By the time the last marked-down frock has been sold, most of 

the staff of the Ladies' Cocktail section at F. G. Goode's have 

been launched into slightly different careers. With the lightest 

touch and the most tender of comic instincts, Madeleine St John 

conjures a vanished summer of innocence. Ladies in Black is a great novel, a lost Australian classic. 

'A highly sophisticated work, full of funny, sharp and subtle observations ... a small masterpiece.' -- 

The Sunday Times  

'A little gem ... shot through with old-fashioned innocence and sly humour.' – Vogue 

`Seductive, hilarious, brilliantly observed, this novel shimmers with wit and tenderness.' -- Helen 

Garner  

The book is based on what is now David Jones Department Store; well written by an Australian who 

like so many of her contemporaries from Sydney Uni made her way to London and never came back. 

Set in the fifties it depicts Australians coming to terms with ‘refos’. It makes fun, very gently, of the 

collision of cultures.  It’s been made into a film by  Bruce Beresford, also a contemporary of the author.  

6. Winnie and Wolf by A.N. Nelson, 361pp. 
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Winnie and Wolf is the story of the extraordinary relationship 

between Winifred Wagner and Adolf Hitler that took place during 

the years 1923-40, as seen through the eyes of the secretary at the 

Wagner house in Bayreuth. 

Winifred, an English girl, brought up in an orphanage in East 

Grinstead, married at the age of eighteen to the son of Germany’s 

most controversial genius, is a passionate Germanophile, a 

Wagnerian dreamer, a Teutonic patriot. 

 

In the debacle of the post-Versailles world, the Wagner family hope 

for the coming, not of a warrior, a fearless Siegfried, but of a 

Parsifal, a mystic idealist, a redeemer-figure. In 1925, they meet 

their Parsifal – a wild-eyed Viennese opera-fanatic in a trilby hat, a mac and a badly fitting suit. 

Hitler has already made a name for himself in some sections of German society through rabble-

rousing and street corner speeches. It is Winifred, though, who believes she can really see his 

poetry. Almost at once they drop formalities and call one another ‘Du’ rather than ‘Sie’. She is 

Winnie and he is Wolf. 

 

Like Winnie, Hitler was an outsider. Like her, he was haunted by the impossibility of reconciling the 

pursuit of love and the pursuit of power; the ultimate inevitability, if you pursued power, of 

destruction. Both had known the humiliations of poverty. Both felt angry and excluded by society. 

Both found each other in an unusual kinship that expressed itself through a love of opera. 

 

In A.N. Wilson’s most bold and ambitious novel yet, the world of the Weimar Republic and Nazi 

Germany is brilliantly recreated, and forms the backdrop to this incredible bond, which ultimately 

reveals the remarkable capacity of human beings to deceive themselves.  

"A thoroughly engrossing read... A.N. Wilson offers a plethora of fascinating ideas... Winnie and 

Wolf vividly brings to life a place, a time and an extraordinary family" (Mail on Sunday) 

 

"Deeply clever and gripping... Vividly presented and immaculately researched" (Spectator) 

 

" Winnie and Wolf tells a convincing story; it is an emotionally fraught account of German Kultur at 

war and peace... A.N. Wilson's art is to create a richly chromatic drama of a Romantic Germany, 

darkened by the murderous ideas of Wolf" (Times Literary Supplement) 

"An outstanding novel, brilliantly imaginative and hypnotically 
readable" Elina Hastings, Books of the Year, Sunday Telegraph 

 

7. Skios Michael Frayn 278pp,  paperback 
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The great master of farce turns to an exclusive island retreat for a comedy of mislaid identities, 

unruly passions, and demented, delicious disorder. 

On the private Greek island of Skios, the high-paying guests of a world-renowned foundation 

prepare for the annual keynote address, to be given this year by Dr. Norman Wilfred, an eminent 

authority on the scientific organization of science. He turns out to be surprisingly youthful, 

handsome, and charming—quite unlike his reputation as dry and intimidating. Everyone is soon 

eating out of his hands. So, even sooner, is Nikki, the foundation's attractive and efficient organizer. 

Meanwhile, in a remote villa at the other end of the island, Nikki's old friend Georgie has rashly 

agreed to spend a furtive horizontal weekend with a notorious schemer, who has characteristically 

failed to turn up. Trapped there with her instead is a pompous, balding individual called Dr. 

Norman Wilfred, who has lost his whereabouts, his luggage, his temper, and increasingly all sense 

of reality—indeed, everything he possesses other than the text of a well-traveled lecture on the 

scientific organization of science. 

In a spiraling farce about upright academics, gilded captains of industry, ambitious climbers, and 

dotty philanthropists, Michael Frayn, the farceur "by whom all others must be measured" 

(CurtainUp), tells a story of personal and professional disintegration, probing his eternal theme of 

how we know what we know even as he delivers us to the outer limits of hilarity. 

8. LaRose by  Louise Erdrich             372 pp 

 
 

 In this literary masterwork, Louise Erdrich, the bestselling author of the 
National Book Award-winning The Round House and the Pulitzer 
Prize nominee The Plague of Doves wields her breathtaking narrative magic 
in an emotionally haunting contemporary tale of a tragic accident, a 
demand for justice, and a profound act of atonement with ancient roots in 
Native American culture. 
 
North Dakota, late summer, 1999. Landreaux Iron stalks a deer along the 
edge of the property bordering his own. He shoots with easy confidence—
but when the buck springs away, Landreaux realizes he’s hit something else, 
a blur he saw as he squeezed the trigger. When he staggers closer, he 
realizes he has killed his neighbor’s five-year-old son, Dusty Ravich. 
 
The youngest child of his friend and neighbor, Peter Ravich, Dusty was best 
friends with Landreaux’s five-year-old son, LaRose. The two families have 

always been close, sharing food, clothing, and rides into town; their children played together 
despite going to different schools; and Landreaux’s wife, Emmaline, is half sister to Dusty’s 
mother, Nola. Horrified at what he’s done, the recovered alcoholic turns to an Ojibwe tribe 
tradition—the sweat lodge—for guidance, and finds a way forward. Following an ancient means 
of retribution, he and Emmaline will give LaRose to the grieving Peter and Nola. “Our son will be 
your son now,” they tell them. 
 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/9388.Louise_Erdrich
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LaRose is quickly absorbed into his new family. Plagued by thoughts of suicide, Nola dotes on 
him, keeping her darkness at bay. His fierce, rebellious new “sister,” Maggie, welcomes him as a 
coconspirator who can ease her volatile mother’s terrifying moods. Gradually he’s allowed 
shared visits with his birth family, whose sorrow mirrors the Raviches’ own. As the years pass, 
LaRose becomes the linchpin linking the Irons and the Raviches, and eventually their mutual 
pain begins to heal. 
 
But when a vengeful man with a long-standing grudge against Landreaux begins raising trouble, 
hurling accusations of a cover-up the day Dusty died, he threatens the tenuous peace that has 
kept these two fragile families whole. 
 
Inspiring and affecting, LaRose is a powerful exploration of loss, justice, and the reparation of 
the human heart, and an unforgettable, dazzling tour de force from one of America’s most 
distinguished literary masters 

 

 

 

9 Light Years James Salter 300 pp ( this was also on her 2018 list) 

 
 

This exquisite, resonant novel by PEN/Faulkner winner James Salter is a brilliant portrait of a marriage by 

a contemporary American master. It is the story of Nedra and Viri, whose favored life is centered around 

dinners, ingenious games with their children, enviable friends, and near-perfect days passed skating on a 

frozen river or sunning on the beach. But even as he lingers over the surface 

of their marriage, Salter lets us see the fine cracks that are spreading 

through it, flaws that will eventually mar the lovely picture beyond repair. 

Seductive, witty, and elegantly nuanced, Light Years is a classic novel of an 

entire generation that discovered the limits of its own happiness—and then 

felt compelled to destroy it. 

 

 


